








Tutankhamen, Egyptomania, and temporal enchantment in interwar Britain

The man in the street talked Tut-ankh-amen, the road mender in the country said, ‘It is a shame to disturb that ’ere Tut-ankh in his tomb’, the shop windows were filled with books on the Pharaohs. People who could afford it rushed to Egypt to see for themselves, those who could not afford to go there displayed letters from friends who were there with pardonable pride. The whole world was under the Tut-ankh-amen spell.​[1]​

In 1923 or thereabouts, Britain fell under the ‘Tut-ankh-amen spell’. Howard Carter and Lord Carnarvon’s discovery of Tutankhamen’s tomb in 1922 prompted a new wave of popular interest in ancient Egypt that suffused British culture, casting Tutankhamen’s ‘spell’ over movies, music, mummies, and more.​[2]​ Reinvigorated ‘Egyptian’ styles in architecture, interior design, and commodities capitalised upon the visual motifs of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century ‘Egyptomanias’. Though distinct for its mass commodification, interwar Egyptomania further developed Victorian Britain’s fascination with ancient curses, Egyptian mummies, the fourth dimension, and the Book of the Dead.​[3]​ It also catalysed a widespread interest in Egyptology that fuelled disputes over the continued ‘exploitation’ of Egyptian heritage by Western archaeologists, contributing to Egyptian nationalism, pharaonism (national pride in Egypt’s history), and Egypt’s domestic film industry.​[4]​ Yet reading the phenomenon through the framework of modernism produces a compellingly different narrative of Tutankhamen’s significance. Rather than speaking to imperialism, nationalism, or the politics of Egyptology, this interpretation offers new insight into the relationship between modernity, temporality, and modern enchantment.

Fig. 1 - W.K. Haselden, 'On the track of the dead Egyptians', Daily Mirror (20 Feb. 1923), British Cartoon Archive no. WH4999.

Drawing upon a combination of metropolitan dailies and provincial papers, the archives of the British Museum and the Egypt Exploration Society, as well as historical texts, popular fiction, fortnightly journals, advertisements, and cinema, I argue that widespread reproductions of Tutankhamen’s artefacts constructed a ‘virtual archive’ of pharaonic Egypt into which Britons could escape. Literally clothing themselves as ancient Egyptians or believing in the curse of the mummy, Egyptomania tapped into Victorian beliefs in mysticism and the occult, presenting a ‘deeper reality’ to life in the modern world that resonated with archaeology’s epistemological focus on traces of the past within the present.​[5]​ Unlike earlier waves of Egyptomania, interwar Egyptomania generated spaces of encounter wherein moderns vicariously re-lived the ancient world, compressing the temporal divide between Tutankhamen’s age and interwar Britain. Egypt was evaluated on the archaeological reconstruction of its history, whilst conversely, British commentators claimed Tutankhamen’s world to be as familiar as their own: even professing to feel as though the past had erupted into present. 
Modern Egyptomania’s self-consciously non-linear conception of time and correspondingly new temporal subjectivity distinguishes it from its predecessors, presenting a compelling antidote to theories of historicity proposed by Reinhart Koselleck and François Hartog or theses of ‘social acceleration’ advanced by Hartmut Rosa and Aleida Assmann.​[6]​ In contrast to an accelerating and future-oriented present ‘detached’ from ‘the past’ in the modern regime of time characterised by Koselleck as a deepening rift between the ‘realm of experience’ (Erfahrungsraum) and ‘horizon of expectation’ (Erwartungshorizont) in lived experience since the late eighteenth century, interwar Egyptomania exemplifies how modernity was not always ‘futural’ and how analogic conceptions of past and present gave rise to a temporal perspective that emphasised the instability of any kind of chronology.​[7]​
Vaudeville songs like ‘Old King Tut Was a Wise Old Nut’ encapsulated this elision in time, celebrating how Tut ‘got into his royal bed three thousand years B.C. and left a call for twelve o’clock in nineteen twenty-three’.​[8]​ This slippage or permeability reflected the newly unstable temporality of modernity manifest in the visual flux of early cinema or beliefs in spiritualism and the fourth dimension, where the boundaries between the spirit world and the living present remained tantalisingly unclear. Expressions of temporal simultaneity in interwar Egyptomania reflect the irregular, shifting, and frequently non-linear experiences of time in twentieth-century spiritualism, archaeology, art, and literature that have been excavated by Stephen Kern, Ronald Schliefer, Alison Winter, and Kitty Hauser among others.​[9]​ Unlike Koselleck or Hartog, cultural historians and literary scholars emphasise the porous nature of ‘past’ and ‘present’ dimensions in conceptions of time from the fin de siècle to the Second World War. The relationship between new notions of parallel temporalities and enchantment or belief can also be found in T.S. Eliot’s defense of modernism as the ‘mythic method’ intertwining past and present as well as in James Joyce’s Ulysses, Ezra Pound’s Cantos, and Marcel Proust’s In Search of Lost Time.
 The softening of time and the repeated thrill of a vicarious past-present encounter rendered interwar Egyptomania distinctly modern: an entirely new ‘enchantment’ in a new world. Michael Saler argues that realms of enchantment are made possible in a secularised world when pleasures of the imagination are circumscribed by rules of rationality. Saler suggests that the production of ‘public spheres of the imagination’ transformed literary works such as the mysteries of Sherlock Holmes or the make-believe yet inherently believable world of Tolkein’s ‘Middle-earth’ into ‘virtual realities’ or alternate worlds rationally believed in by contemporary publics.​[10]​ A ‘disenchantment of the world’ (Entzauberung) has frequently been cited by historians as ‘the loss of overarching meanings’, including magical or spiritual explanations of the traditional world, the result of modern processes of ‘rationalisation, secularisation, and bureaucratisation’. Disenchantment led many Britons to search for enchantment by other means; fantasy filled this void by framing ‘virtual realities’ into which readers could escape (even ‘inhabit’) through interwar popular fiction, fanzines, clubs, and conventions, a re-enchantment requiring both ‘mystery and wonder’.​[11]​ 
Though absent in Saler’s analysis, interwar Egyptomania provided one such focus for ‘secular epiphanies’ or ‘moments of being in which, for a brief instant, the promise is held out of a quasi-mystical union with something larger than oneself’.​[12]​ Antonia Lant has invoked this intimacy in modernist encounters with ancient Egypt, observing how cinema depicted ancient Egypt in two categories of historical time: one external, the other internal. First tapping into a widely identifiable iconography of ancient Egypt like lotus flowers or pyramids, cinematic techniques of simultaneity and juxtaposition also conjured an ‘affective history’ wherein the ancient past was sliced and interpolated with scenes from modern life.​[13]​ Resonating with contemporary understandings of spiritualism and theosophy, both of which suggested the possibility of reincarnation and the transmigration of souls, Egyptomania in British popular culture not only testified to the persistence of the past within the present -- it also created the discursive and performative space for a vicarious ‘realm of enchantment’.
The intensity and proliferation of this realm is underscored by the meteoric rise in English-language publications related to Tutankhamen from 1922 in addition to the novel availability of relatively inexpensive everyday goods like ‘Egyptian’ creams and ‘Tutankhamen’ cigarettes or mummy films.​[14]​ David Gange has illustrated how, following Champollion’s decipherment of the Rosetta Stone in 1822, Victorian Egyptology was largely an academic project that interpreted Egyptian history in order to provide evidence for Biblical narratives.​[15]​ By the time Robert Graves and Alan Hodge looked back at interwar Britain in 1940, however, ‘Tut’ had come ‘to embody the modernist spirit; whereas the Mesopotamians were boringly ancient’. Far from a Biblical focus, the discovery of Tutankhamen seemed to reflect the preoccupations of modernity. ‘Serious archaeologists’, Graves and Hodge observed, had been ‘surprised’ at the popular interest in Tutankhamen, whose discovery ‘had done no more than to fill up a small gap in comparatively recent Egyptian history’ whilst more spectacular finds at Nineveh, Ur, and the Indus Valley went relatively unnoticed.​[16]​ 
Admittedly the Egyptian vogue in 1922 was not wholly new. Tropes of ‘the Orient’ had been in circulation since the Renaissance, and earlier waves of Egyptomania in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Britain naturally imbued images and descriptions of Egypt in the modern era.​[17]​ Declarations such as ‘there is no land more mystic, romantic and grand than Egypt’ or Egypt ‘has always been the land of mystery and wonder’ drew upon earlier discourses that defined Egypt in exotic and magical terms, advertising the Nile as an elite ‘playground’ for health and holidaying.​[18]​ Roger Luckhurst and Lynn Paramore have demonstrated how Victorian Britons appropriated the Egyptian past by collecting artefacts, composing travel narratives, and incorporating Egyptian themes into English gothic fiction like Guy Boothby’s Pharos the Egyptian (1899) or visual culture such as the Egyptian Hall that opened in Piccadilly in 1821. Luckhurst locates the origins of the ‘mummy’s curse’ in Victorian anxieties about the Orient, decadence, and imperialism tied to the popularity of publicly unwrapping mummies as well as the Egyptian Rooms at the British Museum. He argues that mummies functioned as ‘uncanny’ artefacts that, though initially associated with wonderment, later prompted fears of their ability to haunt the living.​[19]​ The discovery of ‘King Tut’ and the death of Lord Carnarvon in the early 1920s prompted a re-emergence of Victorian curse tales in which a discourse of ancient Egypt associated with awe and terror coalesced with the re-enchantment of a proximal past that was simultaneously part of, and intimately similar to, the British present, intensifying the temporal collapse already circulating in fin de siècle reincarnation literature including Arthur Conan Doyle’s The Ring of Thoth (1890), Theo Douglas’ Iras: A Mystery (1896), Bram Stoker’s The Jewel of Seven Stars (1903), and George Griffith’s The Mummy and Miss Nitocris (1906).​[20]​
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I. Modernity, Egyptology, and Temporality 
In the fin de siècle, a ‘classical’ understanding of time as a directional and progressive or chronological quantity began to shift towards an ideology based on subjective ‘arrangement and order, not measurement’.​[21]​ Although this transformation has been variously characterised depending on scholarly focus, it is consistently associated with a sense that ‘history’ and ‘time’ were changing, precipitating a ‘discontinuous subjective experience’ in which past and present elided.​[22]​ Ronald Schliefer defines this moment in Western modernity as ‘the collision of past and present’, a temporal instability eminently reflected in interwar Egyptomania.​[23]​ A sense of dissolving temporal boundaries lies at the heart of modern Egyptomania, an ‘annihilation’ of time underscored by Carter’s account of opening Tutankhamen’s tomb: ‘Three thousand, four thousand years maybe,’ he wrote, ‘have passed and gone since human feet last trod on the floor on which you stand…The very air you breathe, unchanged through the centuries, you share with those who laid the mummy to rest. Time is annihilated by little intimate details such as these, and you feel an intruder’.​[24]​ 
As Carter’s narrative reveals, Egyptomania prompted a temporal elision that challenged the discrete chronology of epochs or centuries and fascinated interwar audiences. Western visitors to Egypt during this period were intensely aware of this temporal instability, describing feeling as if the present had erupted into the pharaonic past or vice-versa. This slippage between past and present, ancient and modern, points to a transformation in modernist conceptions of time and history as having been softened or made permeable to previous, now crucially parallel, eras.​[25]​ Gavin Lucas, Kitty Hauser, Alex Owen, and Michael Shanks have observed how twentieth-century archaeology precipitated a search for ‘traces’ of the past that contemporaries experienced as a form of temporal ‘embeddedness’, producing an elision or overlap between time layers.​[26]​ Likewise, Stephen Kern’s seminal analysis of time and space in Europe from 1880 to 1918 similarly emphasises a newfound ‘simultaneity’ in temporal experience.​[27]​ The way in which this new orientation to time operated within British popular culture has been largely neglected by historians, although a sense of twinness or familiarity with a world that is simultaneously present and past has been the subject of literary scholarship emphasising parallel continuity of past ages in modernism.​[28]​

II. Creating a Virtual Archive  
Tutankhamen’s tomb, and the Valley of the Kings in general, appeared to modern Britons as a world ‘aloof from the restless developments of the outer world’, a ‘peaceful serenity’ undisturbed by modern technologies like wireless telegraphs or aeroplanes.​[29]​ The geography of Egypt furthermore lent itself to the notion of space-time compression because beyond the urban centres of Cairo, Alexandria, or Port Said the country was predominantly rural with a correspondingly agricultural landscape. British travellers to Egypt were likely unaware that the vista of 1920 A.D. was wholly unlike the Egyptian landscape of 2500 B.C., when the Valley of the Kings was not a desert but a tropical environment of verdant flora and fauna made possible by frequent inundations of the Nile.​[30]​ Instead, they saw the desert, home to ‘haunted’ monuments, as an unchanging reality.​[31]​ This supposedly static landscape reinforced the notion of ‘eternal’ Egypt. Tombs, ruined monuments, and statuary were interpreted ‘beneath the unchanging sky that bends over them now as it did four or five thousand years ago, on the banks of the unique river that is as it was then, with the centuries round them whose touch they scarcely seem to have felt’.​[32]​ 
Part of Tutankhamen’s fame is related to the fact that, in archaeological terms, the tomb presented an almost complete collection of mortuary goods whereas most Middle Kingdom tombs had been rifled before the advent of Victorian archaeology. In addition to gold, jewels, and ornate decorations, interwar audiences for the first time saw quotidian objects from the ancient world that had readily available modern counterparts, such as loaves of bread, shoes, stools, beds, fishing nets, and gloves. The popularity and commercial character of Egyptomania can also be traced to the advent of new communications technologies after 1900 including the global cable, syndicated news, half-tone photographic reproduction, and cinematic reels. Finally, the initial sensationalism of Carter’s discovery was related to European competition over archaeology in Egypt, the Egyptian government’s unprecedented reluctance to allow antiquities to leave the country, and the angry reaction of the British press to Lord Carnarvon’s decision to grant The Times exclusive rights to coverage of the tomb and its effects for £5,000.​[33]​ 
Carter’s dispute with the Egyptian government, French-dominated Egyptian Antiquities Service, and British press over political and media rights to the tomb nonetheless fails to fully account for the intensity of interwar Egyptomania. The material and visual manifestations of Egypt that coalesced around Tutankhamen’s discovery in 1922 continued to intensify after 1925, when the legal battle over tomb rights was finally resolved. In the first three months of 1926 alone there were over 20,000 visitors to the tomb even though most artefacts had already been shipped to the Cairo Museum. Furthermore, the Egyptian government’s prohibition on Tutankhamen’s tomb goods leaving Egypt meant that the Anglo-American excavation team was forced to rely upon modern media in order to disseminate news of the discovery.​[34]​ Carter and Carnarvon’s careful dissemination consequently ensured that the spectacle of Tutankhamen’s tomb was fashioned through three parallel modes of viewing: Carter’s three-volume account of the excavation (published from 1923–1933), Harry Burton’s photographs of the objects in situ (the only photographs allowed), and the monopoly awarded to The Times to reprint Burton’s photographs.​[35]​ This careful re-staging made possible a reconstruction of the past through a dramatic rendering of the archaeological method that bypassed traditional narratives in academic journals or Egyptological correspondence networks, compressing the time-space boundary further by capitalising on dramatic narrative and photographic evidence.​[36]​
Rather than focusing on the imperialist or scientific functions of Burton’s photographs, I want to draw attention to how these images served to make real objects that could not be physically experienced by most Britons.​[37]​ Over the course of the decade-long excavation, Burton’s photographs shaped British perceptions of Egypt past and present.​[38]​ First published in The Times, the photographs were reprinted by newspapers across Britain shortly thereafter, facilitating an almost unparalleled immediacy in archaeological history. Once published, Burton’s images assumed a life of their own, enabling the proliferation of a bewildering array of representations and replicas in Britain, where reconstructions of the tomb, its artefacts, and new Egyptian-themed goods ranging from oxtail soup and soap to perfumes and dresses contributed to the creation of a virtual archive of ancient Egypt. The result was an inherently modern fad based upon a collection known only in absentia and its re-creation in replicas, stories, and popular commodities.


Fig. 3 - David Low, 'A movement is afoot to conciliate objectors to the rifling of Tut's Tomb by filling it up with some of our own curiosities and treasures', The Star (27 Feb. 1923), British Cartoon Archive no. LSE6917.

III. Reproducing Tutankhamen’s Tomb   
Drawing upon this virtual archive the archaeological value of Tutankhamen’s discovery was quickly translated into new material ‘artefacts’. The reconstruction of the archaeological past, which by its very nature is ‘broken’ or ‘opaque’, was ripe for reconstructions of parallel realities or enchanted worlds.​[39]​ Part of Egyptomania’s appeal was its incorporation of new reproductions and hybrid representations.​[40]​ Egyptian fashions and ‘Tut’-themed commodities not only brought the past to life: they also made it something that was not past at all. The material culture of Egyptomania, like Burton’s photographs of the tomb, functioned as reconstructed relics; another means by which modern Britons ‘lived’ ancient Egypt by owning traces of a past that physically re-created Egypt on modern terms. Relatively inexpensive commodities like Tutankhamen lemons, blouses, skirts, sandals, pillows, and perfume produced a virtual reality of ancient Egypt in modern Britain that was readily, and tangibly, available to Britons of all social classes.​[41]​ 
Objects, whether modern facsimiles or iconographic references to the ancient past in art deco architecture, reconstituted an organic connection with a past that was seemingly lost yet could be regained by reimagining ruins and the forgotten culture of which they whispered, producing a ‘willing activation of pretense’ that allowed Britons to imagine a world apart from the ravages of war, economic crises, and imperial decline.​[42]​ As Gavin Lucas observes, archaeological analysis engages in a dialectic of temporal ‘analogy’ wherein the past is interpreted in reference to contemporary objects yet chronicled as a definitive and pre-existing ‘chronology’, thus ‘plaster[ing] over the fracture between present and past by creating a special time in which material culture resides’.​[43]​ Interpretation by analogy produced a similarly temporal dialectic in Egyptomania.​[44]​ This tendency to see Egyptian relics as ‘familiar’ collapsed the temporal divide between the pharaonic era and interwar Britain. 
Bridging East and West, Europe and Africa, Egypt as it appeared in the Western imagination had always operated as a kind of liminal or indeterminate zone.​[45]​ Yet interwar commentators repeatedly dwelt upon the apparent modernity of Tutankhamen and his lifestyle, rendering Egypt both uncannily familiar and temporally estranging. Museum-goers and newspaper readers frequently registered surprise that the ancient Egyptians could have produced designs that were au courant for the average Englishman, comparing tomb goods to their modern counterparts. Egyptian lion couches were likened to English chesterfields, ancient wooden baskets were compared with Victorian sewing baskets, and the ‘quaint handle’ of one of Tutankhamen’s ceremonial walking sticks was said to resemble ‘Mr. Charles Chaplin, the film comedian’.​[46]​ A chair reproducing Tutankhamen designs in ebony, ivory, and gold caused ‘quite a sensation’ according to one reporter, who noted to his surprise ‘that the ancient Egyptians designed their chairs almost identical’ to those used by the British in 1925.​[47]​ Even the familiar teapot was suspected of great antiquity: among Tutankhamen’s vases of blue faience were discovered several jugs ‘not at all unlike the large teapots fashionable in Victorian days’.​[48]​ Analogies between tomb goods and their Victorian counterparts further complicated the relationship between antiquity and modernity, bringing interwar Britain into a conversation with its own recent past, as well as the enduring ‘modernity’ of pharaonic Egypt. 

Fig. 4 - W.K. Haselden, 'Shall we have a Tut Ankh Amen season next summer?' Daily Mirror (22 Feb. 1923), British Cartoon Archive no. WH4989.

Department stores were quick to incorporate ‘Tut’ designs into their fashions, testifying to a belief in Tutankhemen’s commercial potential widely held by clothing manufacturers.​[49]​ Harrods embraced the trend, advertising green gowns embroidered ‘with Egyptian design’, whilst for to less affluent Londoners, William Whiteley Limited offered printed crêpes in Egyptian designs for only £8/11.​[50]​ In addition to tweeds and gumboots, the popular attire for competitors at a ladies golf championship in Cooden Beach, Bexhill, were ‘Tutankhamen jumpers’ with stockings.​[51]​ For a mere 63p one could buy a Tutankhamen braid to refresh the bottom of a suit jacket,​[52]​ or purchase any number of Tutankhamen-themed hats adapted from designs in the British Museum riffing on scarabs, lotus flowers, and serpents.​[53]​ Companies and individuals who worried that their designs would be spurious solicited advice from authorities like Sir Ernest Wallis Budge, Keeper of Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities at the British Museum. Staveleys, specialists in retail drapery and textiles, requested a copy of the Museum’s handbook on Egyptian antiquities and selections of coloured postcards for a new product line.​[54]​ In Coventry, a young girl wrote to Budge regarding her outfit for a fancy dress ball at the local Drill Hall, requesting mummy pictures from the scholar upon which to base her design.​[55]​ 
The public was fascinated by the notion that contemporary standards of beauty paralleled those of ancient Egypt, seemingly surprised that ‘low-necked dresses cut just like the present-day frocks were in fashion in ancient Egypt about 5,000 years ago… Gloves, slippers, jewellery, cosmetics, and even bedsteads, have altered little in 5,000 years save in magnificence’.​[56]​ The svelteness of Egyptian women was frequently emphasised, corsets were ascribed to pre-Hellenic times, and earrings were ‘nothing new’ for ‘the modern woman who adopts this mode is only following a fashion almost as old as history itself’.​[57]​ Artefacts of everyday value such as bread, sandals, perfume, and cosmetics were repeatedly photographed, discussed, and replicated -- indeed, a Times correspondent went so far as to suggest that Tutankhamen’s mortuary goods could be sold in West End shops.​[58]​ These practices of consumption challenged the stable distinction between past and present. Commodification made ‘Tut’ more comprehensible to the British public, a realism was enhanced by knowing that Tut and his world actually lived. Tutankhamen’s Egypt was not merely a fictional alternate world like Sherlock Holmes or Middle Earth but a long-past reality, producing different effects in the elision between past and present. Egyptomania thus functioned as a form of time-consciousness manifest in modern objects that also served to materialise the past itself.​[59]​ 
A desire to transcend the present was moreover made possible through edible and aural reproductions of Tutankhamen’s world in which interwar technology brought ancient Egypt physically to life.​[60]​ It was seriously proposed, for example, that the Underground extension from Morden to Edgeware be called ‘Tootancamden’ because it passed through both Tooting and Camden Town.​[61]​ A small wheat seed, supposedly taken from a sack of grain found in the tomb, somehow made its way to Australia from Egypt, whilst in New South Wales a farmer claimed to have grown a crop of wheat from Tutankhamen’s time, although this was later exposed as a fraud.​[62]​ Another 2,000-year dormant seed that had yielded new grains was proudly displayed at the Newcastle Agricultural Show in 1936.​[63]​ Similarly, Herman Trelle (the ‘wheat king of the world’) had returned to Canada from Egypt in 1931 with a wheat seed that he grew on his Alberta farm and entered in the Chicago International Grain Exhibition, reportedly hoping that Tutankhamen’s tomb might also serve as a ‘storehouse’ for surplus Canadian grain.​[64]​ Meanwhile, chemists performed experiments on pots of cream and ointments uncovered in the tomb to determine the exact elemental composition so that British women could smell like Queen Ankhesenpaaten, Tutankhamen’s wife.​[65]​ The tangible realities of Egypt were not limited to foodstuffs and scent: even the sounds of the ancient world were reproduced. The BBC recorded horn-player James Tappern playing two trumpets found in the tomb on a Sunday afternoon in 1939 that literally recreated the music of the pharaoh’s court for listeners across Britain.​[66]​
Egyptomania’s prevalence in British culture accordingly blurred the boundary between ancient and modern. The practice of collecting seemingly foreign yet familiar goods challenged the stable distinction between past and present. Consuming not mere objects but signs, mass culture operated as a ‘locus of uncanny experiences’,​[67]​ straddling the divide between fantasy and reality and shattering the careful evolutionary schemata borne of the nineteenth century.​[68]​ On the one hand, ancient Egypt was objectively analysed by professional archaeologists and assumed to have happened ‘like so’. On the other hand, its ubiquitous material iterations challenged or disturbed these assumptions. Acquiring, owning, and holding ‘Tut’-themed goods made possible the presence of the past within the present, infinitely stretching time.​[69]​ Personal dreams or fantasies about owning or desiring Egyptian-themed commodities ‘enchanted’ the psychic inner world, an answer to the disenchantment of the external world.​[70]​ Domestication of Tutankhamen’s goods paradoxically made ancient Egypt desirable by bridging the ‘chronotopic’ divide, presenting a conception of Egypt that did not represent the ‘real’ Egypt of the 1920s but selectively interpreted, reiterated, and constructed a past that was real, pulsating, and alive within the British present.​[71]​

IV. Museums, monuments, and virtual time-travel 
Conversely, the surviving past ‘rendered the present familiar’. Its traces ‘on the ground’ and in the public mind, particularly through museums and travelling mummy exhibits, made sense of a swiftly changing present.​[72]​ The most traditional and frequently used spaces for displaying Egypt, museums offered the public the opportunity to view artefacts and mummies in juxtaposition with narratives about life in the ancient world, functioning as another important portal to the past. Attendance at the British Museum’s mummy collection, a long-popular exhibit at the museum, was particularly noted by contemporaries. ‘Owing to the recent discoveries in Egypt’, a journalist observed in 1922, ‘the British Museum is enjoying unusual popularity. Crowds are flocking there daily expecting to find the royal and ancient treasures found in the Valley of the Kings’.​[73]​ Classes of schoolgirls visited the British Museum while their fathers wrote to Ernest Budge for advice on securing Egyptological work for their precocious daughters.​[74]​ The British Museum received dozens of applications to work in its Department of Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities, many from war veterans and schoolboys emphasising their passion for Egyptian history.​[75]​ Budge received a variety of requests from the public ranging from help in dating or translating artefacts to résumés forwarded by prospective employees. A Mr Barrington, for example, wanted to know what music existed in 19th Dynasty Egypt ‘for practical uses in the dancing of a summer play’ produced at his fiancée’s school.​[76]​  Many Britons appear to have owned, or to have come into contact with Egyptian relics (whether fake or authentic) and young people of both sexes were interested in Egyptological careers. The British Museum and its provincial cousins accordingly played a key role in disseminating information that allowed Britons to reconstruct life in ancient Egypt by answering questions about Egyptian dress, religion, food, and music.
Beyond the possibilities of reading ancient Egypt through Burton’s tomb photographs, acquiring Egyptian-themed goods, or visiting the mummy rooms, the British Empire Exhibition at Wembley transported Tutankhamen’s tomb to London -- or more accurately transported Londoners to Tutankhamen’s tomb. Trumpeted as ‘The British Empire in Microcosm’, Wembley opened in 1924 and reopened in 1925 due to its overwhelming popularity, opening its doors for a third and final time in Glasgow in 1938.​[77]​ The original exhibition accommodated approximately 27 million visitors and average daily attendance was a staggering 104,211.​[78]​ Alexander Geppert has illustrated how entry to and movement through the site operated as a form of ‘virtual travel’, creating a contact zone for imperial encounters.​[79]​ Easy access from London, the low price of the Official Guide (one shilling), 18p admission fee, and free entry for children guaranteed that Britons en masse could experience the British Empire without ever leaving British shores.​[80]​ 
Unlike Kenya or Nigeria, Egypt was not a British colony, although it had been occupied by British troops since 1882. Egypt’s unilateral declaration of independence in 1922 had brought an end to its status as a protectorate from 1914, although this uneasy formulation was only formally resolved in the Anglo-Egyptian Treaty of 1936. Egypt nevertheless remained a critical military base and port for imperial troops and goods, particularly for access to British India.​[81]​ It is therefore all the more fascinating that whilst other colonies and states were given political and social recognition in the form of pavilions that purported to educate Britons about their contemporary cultures, visitors to Wembley experienced Egypt as a replica of Tutankhamen’s tomb located in the Amusement Park section of the Exhibition alongside the ‘Derby Race’ merry-go-round, ‘Giant Switch-back’, and ‘Toy Town’ -- in the very same year that Carter’s suit against the Egyptian government for access to the ‘real’ tomb continued unabated in Cairo.​[82]​
Overseen by Egyptologist Arthur Weigall, Wembley facsimile took twelve London craftsmen more than eight months to painstakingly produce.​[83]​ The exterior of the tomb was a low, white building representing cliffs in the Valley of the Kings and its decorative hieroglyphs were historically accurate, as was the use of nearly £1,000 worth of gold, leading visitors to declare that a visit to Tutankhamen’s tomb at Wembley had achieved ‘the most perfect illusion of reality’:

In the tomb, thirty-four centuries drop away from you like a garment. The paint is still fresh on the walls; all round like the treasures from his palace at Thebes, pathetically full of human interest; and you feel you are in the presence not of a mummy, but of a man, who lived and thought and possessed the same faults and virtues that we do today.​[84]​ 

Those who encountered Tutankhamen’s tomb at Wembley frequently testified to visual and physical experiences of space-time compression that Weigall described as the archaeologist’s unique ability to time-travel: ‘The layman, in the manner of the little Nationalist, lives in a small and confined Present; but the archaeologist, like a true Imperialist, ranges through all time, and calls it not the Past but the Greater Present’.​[85]​ Indeed, time travel narratives recounted by archaeologists and Western visitors to Egypt during this period confirmed this collapse of time, which prompted a thrilling sense of temporal displacement followed by a return to one’s own time.​[86]​ Functioning as a virtual portal to a tomb that many Britons would never witness themselves, Wembley compressed the temporal divide between modern Britain and ancient Egypt, providing a virtual space that infinitely expanded the ‘fugitive moment’ of ‘go[ing] back through the ages’.​[87]​ Weigall’s monument therefore powerfully affirmed the enchanting magic of an Egyptian other realm.​[88]​

V. The ‘Curse of the Mummy’, Reincarnation, and the 4th Dimension 
Feeling ‘at home’ in ancient Egypt by purchasing Egyptian-themed commodities, dressing as a pharaoh, or sensing that time dissolved in the ‘presence’ of the pharaonic past complemented contemporary beliefs in spiritualism, reincarnation, and the fourth dimension, all of which suggested the permeability and dimensionality of time. In addition to the thrill of owning the past made possible by wearing ‘Tut’-themed fashions or walking through Tutankhamen’s tomb at Wembley, Egyptomania was pervasive in interwar novels, science fiction, and cinema. The discovery of ‘King Tut’ intensified popular reincarnation narratives in late Victorian fiction like H. Rider Haggard’s novel Cleopatra (1889), prompting the proliferation of mummy movies like Karl Freund’s The Mummy (Universal Studios, 1932), wherein the heroine is a reincarnation of Tutankhamen’s wife Ankhesenamun, or the silent film Cleopatra, which was released in 1917 yet reached staggering heights of popularity after the discovery of Tutankhamen’s tomb in 1922.​[89]​ These complemented earlier reels combining archaeology with tourism including Thebes: the Modern Aladdin’s Cave (British Pathé, 1922), Tutankhamen’s Tomb (British Pathé, 1923), and First Peeps of the Opening of Tut-Ankh Amen’s Tomb (Daily Sketch, 1923).​[90]​ 
Cinema played a key role in popularising iconography of ancient Egypt as well as perpetuating the credibility of the ‘curse of the mummy’, which posited that anyone who disturbed a mummy (or a cursed relic in general) would be plagued by misfortune and death. Roger Luckhurst has reconstructed the origins of the curse in Victorian and Edwardian culture, revealing how Tutankhamen’s curse emerged from a pre-existing culture of superstition about Egyptian artefacts.​[91]​ In his novel Cleopatra, for example, H. Rider Haggard wrote of the ‘curse of Menkaura’ leading to Cleopatra’s suicide after she stole the ancient pharaoh’s treasure. Although Rider Haggard later opposed the idea of the mummy’s curse in newspapers after Lord Carnarvon’s death, the Victorian trope of evil spirits returning to haunt the living continued to blur fiction and fact in the interwar period. Many Britons wrote to Budge asking him to take ‘cursed’ objects off their hands. In 1920, for example, Miss Ada MacGregor Arbuckle of Edinburgh requested that Budge do something about a necklace that was said to possess magical properties.​[92]​ Arbuckle wanted to place the necklace in safekeeping to protect it from destruction at the hands of superstitious Scots.​[93]​ In another letter, Miss Florence Bayrham prompted Budge to remember a scarab he had dated for her a few months ago. ‘Ever since’, she anxiously related, ‘I have been pursued by ill-luck & a quite remarkable degree (& I once thought I was not superstitious!) & now I want to sell it!’​[94]​
By 1922 the ‘pharaoh’s curse’ was so common that the public widely believed reports about the bad luck that haunted those who had disturbed Tutankhamen’s afterlife.​[95]​ The parallels between Haggard’s novel and the events following Tutankhamen’s tomb opening did not go unnoticed; many believed that there was ‘something more sinister than strange’ in the tragedies connected with Tutankhamen’s tomb,​[96]​ even though reason suggested that the deaths were accidental or the consequence of natural causes, such as the death of Albert Lythgoe, aged 66, more than ten years after the tomb’s opening.​[97]​ The press, of course, tended to sensationalise any death however remotely connected it was with the dead pharaoh. When news of Lord Carnarvon’s illness following a mosquito bite reached Britain in 1923, Daily Express correspondent H.V. Morton wrote a lengthy piece on the ‘magic powers of the ancient Egyptians’ and 8,000-year-old curses that still possessed ‘the power to strike’.​[98]​ 
‘Tut’s curse’ was consequently claimed to haunt anyone associated with the opening of his tomb. By 1930, the Nottingham Evening Post tallied the total number of deaths at 20 and newspapers continued to warn that ancient Egyptians ‘possessed the secret of infusing the mummies of their dead with an occult influence of terrible force, which brings doom to those who disturb their places of burial’, whilst a specimen in the British Museum was said to bring death or misfortune to all who touched it.​[99]​ According to this myth, Museum trustees had been so terrified of its evil powers that they sold it to an American who tried to return to New York with his new purchase aboard the Titanic.​[100]​ From across the country, an ‘avalanche of parcels’ containing ‘shrivelled’ mummy hands and feet and other relics ‘descended’ on the British Museum in 1923.​[101]​ As one observer wryly noted in 1923, the Museum was a ‘godsend to the superstitious, [offering] a means of shifting the liability to expert shoulders’.​[102]​ Budge received an amusing letter from a young man who had bought a coffin in Egypt whose superstitious landlady refused to have anything to do with it: 

The coffin is in a glass case & belonged to an Egyptian lady of I should think the ‘Ptolemy Period’ or perhaps older & now I have bought it I want to examine it at my leisure as I am very interested in Egyptology. At present I don’t know where to keep it as all my friends refuse to have it in their houses. Would it be possible to have it sent to the British Museum & put in a store place there where I could examine it at my leisure? My request may sound very queer, sir, but I feel sure you will understand & will help me out of this difficulty. The facts are, I have bought a mummy case, I want a place to keep it in, I want to examine it at leisure. It would not take up much space in any store as the coffin stands upright in its glass case.​[103]​

The potency of the curse in the public imagination strengthened conceptions of Egypt as an enchanted realm that endured in the present: how else could a curse strike people who lived 2,500 years later? The curse theory moreover garnered support from illustrious quarters, thereby enhancing its credibility. Egyptologist Evelyn White, for example, was in Egypt when Tutankhamen’s tomb was opened and later believed that he was living under a curse after retaining fragments of an ancient manuscript found in the same region.​[104]​ Arthur Conan Doyle publicly stated that the death of Daily Express journalist Fletcher Robinson was caused by Egyptian ‘elementals’ guarding a female mummy that had been the subject of Robinson’s latest investigation.​[105]​ Sidestepping the fact that the ‘immediate cause of death’ was actually typhoid fever, Conan Doyle asserted that this was merely a cover for the way ‘elementals’ normally acted by guiding Robinson ‘into a series of such circumstances as would lead him to contract the disease’ like Carnarvon’s death by mosquito bite. It was nonsense to suggest that ‘elementals’ did not exist because they did not affect everyone: ‘One might as well say that because bulldogs do not bite everybody therefore bulldogs do not exist’, Doyle opined.​[106]​ 
Howard Carter, meanwhile, dismissed such stories as ‘pure rubbish’, frustrated at the sensationalist hold they exerted over the public.​[107]​ What he failed to realise, however, was that ‘Tut’s curse’ resonated with a public who watched mummies come to life on the silver screen where the curse of the mummy or ‘purloined object’ remained an enduring motif of early Hollywood narrative cinema, and who believed in the possibility of communicating with the dead.​[108]​ The notion of vengeful spirits moreover elided with the popularity of Victorian ghost stories that operated in a realm of belief betwixt ‘ancient faith and modern credulity’.​[109]​ Ambiguous phantoms and prophecies that conceivably were the product of supernatural agency or causal conditions unexplainable by modern science, the curse of the mummy was a ‘science of possibility’ that blurred the boundaries between science and pseudo-science.​[110]​ As Michael Saler and Peter Lamont both emphasise, this fantasy realm nonetheless differed from early nineteenth-century structures of belief. Lamont has shown how Victorian belief in extraordinary phenomena was rational insofar as it was ‘based on a construction of “adequate evidence”’: believers ‘disbelieved’ facts and theories they considered to be ‘inadequate’, in the process constructing interpretations or models that were ‘potentially compatible with scientific knowledge’.​[111]​ Stories of haunted objects, evil mummies, and the awful fate that awaited those who disturbed a pharaoh’s rest were fascinating precisely because they were scientifically plausible as well as uncanny. Curse stories functioned as magical worlds where reason could be temporarily suspended, interrupting a one-dimensional narrative of history based on scientific archaeology. Readers could never be certain that the evil mummy housed in the British Museum did not carry an ancient curse -- and that was part of the appeal. 
Belief in the curse of the mummy or the evil powers of Egyptian artefacts to harm the living also reflected other forms of modern occultism like spiritualism or theosophy, which presented new ways of thinking about a material reality for which positivist science could not account. As Leigh Wilson has compellingly argued, modernists consciously or unconsciously embraced these and other forms of ‘magic’ as a means of mediating between the world as it was known to exist and the world as it hypothetically could exist beyond their knowledge.​[112]​ Curse stories and the revivification of ancient bodies functioned not as antidotes to modernity, rather as revisions or revaluations of modernity, encapsulating the romanticism of ancient history whilst operating as otherworldly reserves of spiritual presences dependent on scientific reason. A sense of reliving or reincarnating the past complemented a widespread belief in the ability to commune with the departed, a key feature of contemporary spiritualism. Rather than signalling the end of the spiritual, early twentieth-century British culture fostered new avenues of belief allowing ideas of the ‘spirit’ to imbue modernist knowledge; a time of ‘neo-romanticism’ or ‘neo-mysticism’ influenced by rising interest in the unconscious and the problematic concepts of time and duration in science, philosophy, and literature.​[113]​ Psychical research ironically strengthened beliefs in spiritualism by ostensibly confirming that the spirit could survive physical death, a notion that intensified after the staggering casualties of the First World War.​[114]​ 
Spiritualism’s climax in the 1930s, as well as the interest many modernists held in esoteric theories, implies that it responded to more than simply mass mourning in the aftermath of 1918. Its attraction lay in its promotion of an ‘unknown and invisible world, capable of signalising its presence by becoming at certain times visible and palpable’.​[115]​ The spiritualist concept of a vast ‘ether of space’, one ‘great unifying link between the world of matter and that of spirit’, neatly elided with the mysterious qualities of new technologies like X-rays, radio waves, or the telephone, whose unseen channels of communication represented possible realms for the transfer of thoughts or spirits from earlier eras.​[116]​ Speaking to theories of phylogenetic memory by Herbert Spencer and Ernst Haeckel that were refashioned in the psychoanalysis of Sigmund Freud and Carl Jung, anthroposophy founder Rudolf Steiner argued that man could access mnemonic traces of earlier lives and therefore ‘transcend’ himself by locating the ‘intimate connections’ between the Egyptian past and the modern present, illuminating how the human soul continually returned from a common ‘astral plane’.​[117]​ Admittedly spiritualist in focus, Steiner’s notion of a personal and psychological correspondence between past and present was paralleled by similar theories of temporal simultaneity in other genres. R.G. Collingwood’s essay on ‘History as re-enactment of past experience’ (1936), for example, posited the historian’s ability to simultaneously generate multiple temporalities in the mind, whilst J.W. Dunne’s An Experiment with Time (1927) presented a ‘serial’ theory of time in which higher levels of consciousness enabled the perception of ever-increasing dimensions of time that were otherwise invisible to man.​[118]​ 
Steiner’s ‘astral plane’, home to souls or spirits that were constantly reincarnated in new earthly forms, likewise found expression in science fiction’s ‘fourth dimension’. ‘Our souls have beheld the old cultural monuments that they see again today’, Steiner continued, thus a sense of familiarity when witnessing the pyramids or the Sphinx revealed how ‘the souls that belonged to the ancient Indians were also incarnated in Egypt and are again incarnated today’.​[119]​ The complementary relationship between occultism and modernism reinforced the temporal elision of modern Egyptomania, for in addition to ancient spirits or curses that survived physical death, the notion of alternate ‘time planes’ suggested the possibility of thought, spirit, or bodily transfer between epochs in both esoteric and popular culture. Indeed, time as the fourth dimension featured heavily in late Victorian to early twentieth century science fiction (SF), where Egyptomania found a natural home as the locus or cause of travel between different time-worlds.​[120]​ Like early cinema, SF narratives included mummies coming back to life, elixirs of immortality, and ancient chemicals or ‘microbes’ that revived the dead.​[121]​ In one story, a professor invents a ‘telenome’ enabling listeners to eavesdrop on previous centuries via the ‘fifth dimension’, reproducing soundbytes (such as the last conversation between Antony and Cleopatra) by means of the ‘ether’ trapped inside ancient objects.​[122]​ In another, the newly discovered element ‘corridium’ enhances radioactivity, permitting the photography of objects in the fourth dimension invisible to the naked eye. This allows a professor to capture the image of a vengeful Egyptian spirit who has murdered his colleague at the Smithsonian Institute.​[123]​ 
Images of ancient Egypt thus resonated with contemporary ideas of an invisible temporal universe or compellingly scientific fourth dimension that was home to spirits.​[124]​ A belief in the fourth dimension could be accommodated into a scientific view of the world -- time, after all, was one dimension of life -- whilst rendering possible the endurance of a pharaoh’s wrath and cursed objects, collapsing the time span between ancient Egypt and modern Europe. In A New Model of the Universe (1913), for example, theosophist P.D. Ouspensky recalled his visit to the pyramids, when ‘Arab and European Cairo quickly disappeared’, to be replaced by the ‘real’ Egypt: ‘I was suddenly transferred into another world, which to my own astonishment I seemed to know very well. At the same time I was aware that this other world was distant past, but here it ceased to be past, appeared in everything, surrounded me, became the present’.​[125]​ Ouspensky eloquently evokes the temporal elision or the persistence of an eternal ancient Egypt in his account of travelling from Giza to Cairo, betraying a sensibility of ‘past as present’ that was repeatedly reiterated in interwar travel narratives.​[126]​
The dimensionality newly bestowed on time during this period, when popular conceptions of relativity theory and fourth-dimensional geometry suggested models of a multi-layered and invisible temporal universe, created space for the co-penetration of different historical epochs.​[127]​ The modern subjectivity of time and the uniquely ‘affective’ or ‘intimate’ temporal encounter with ancient Egypt was invoked in early twentieth-century stories like George Griffith’s The Mummy and Miss Nitocris, positing the shared consciousness of souls or spirits between ancient Egypt and modern Britain. In Griffith’s novella, phylogenetic memory shared between minds across centuries enables an Egyptian priest, reincarnated as a twentieth-century mathematician and Egyptologist, to help the Queen, now his ‘daughter’, exact revenge on her wicked fiancé reincarnated in the present.​[128]​ In H.P. Lovecraft’s ‘Imprisoned with the pharaohs’, originally ghost-written for Harry Houdini in an issue of Weird Tales in 1924, magician-protagonist Houdini witnesses the ‘origins’ of Egyptian religion after he stumbles upon the ritual chambers of a pyramid after being tossed down a burial shaft near the Great Sphinx of Gaza. Inside the complex, Houdini meets a five-headed monster that turns out to be the paw of a terrifying deity whose likeness is captured by the Sphinx. Although the magician dismisses the adventure as ‘merely a dream’, Lovecraft implies the parallel contemporaneity of the Egyptian past and the magician’s present by hinting at the physical resemblance between the Egyptian pharaoh, Kephren, whom Houdini encounters inside the tomb and his twentieth-century Bedouin guide, Drogman.​[129]​
Reincarnation was perhaps the most extreme strain of the ‘mummy virus’ that afflicted the modern world. In 1923, John D. Rockefeller’s recently divorced daughter, Edith McCormick, alleged she was Tutankhamen’s first wife brought back to life. Mrs McCormick claimed to have suddenly remembered this when she saw a chair from the king’s chamber in an illustrated paper.​[130]​ In a bizarre twist, Preston Gibson, a Yale alumnus who had been decorated with the Croix de Guerre during the First World War, disputed McCormick’s story. Claiming that he had been ‘Tut’ in an earlier life, and later agreeing that he had married McCormick (now known by her ancient name of ‘Zia’), he declared that they had been married for five years -- the chair she saw in the newspaper had been her favourite.​[131]​ This reincarnation theme came to a strange conclusion in 1932, when a man posing as Tutankhamen’s son claimed rights to the tomb’s treasure based on his supposed genealogy.​[132]​ The tomb, as Ouspensky’s remark about the pyramids betrays, was a particular locus for feelings of reincarnation. Jean Capart recalled how standing in the Valley of the Kings made him uncertain that he had not ‘lived before, in the time of the Pharaohs’. When a tourist asked if he knew Karnak (the temple complex of Senwosret I), Capart laughingly replied that he believed he ‘had worked at its building’.​[133]​

Conclusion 
Interwar Egyptomania’s sense of familiarity with a world that was simultaneously present and past thus reflected the parallel continuity of past ages in modernism more broadly.​[134]​ Published in 1924, William Emery Leonard’s poem ‘Tutankhamen’ played upon the notion that time was no longer a distinctly chronological structure, weaving together the threads of temporal slippage, reincarnation, and coexisting temporalities that were central to the ‘enchantment’ of Egyptomania. The temporal divide between ancient and modern (succinctly summarised as the ‘wide ridge -- debris of Greece and Rome’) in the poem is focused on the body of the pharaoh and his tomb, reviving the ancient world by inviting intimate comparison with the modern: 

Estranging Time that bilks us of our best
Now cleaves us from what sanctities we save:
Had he but yesterday been laid to rest,
What prowling hands had dared ransack his grave?
For we that torture life still guard the dead… 
		
So long ago? — Mirror his collarette;
Give your young child his childhood glove to fondle
...
Ours are his modes and moods of life — although
His hope to conquer death was more than ours.
So long ago? — The bisons, carved by man, 
Uncavern a hollow laughter down the gale
From Altamira and from Montespan;
While the shag spectre in Neanderdale, 
Towering behind the Magdalenian, 
Makes us and Egypt but a single tale.
 
A tale begun to end… So long ago?​[135]​ 

Although time is initially presented as an ‘estranging’ force, the ostensible interval between Tutankhamen’s era and 1924 is repeatedly queried (‘so long ago?’), and a comparison of temporal units establishes the irrelevance of linear chronology. The circular relativity of beginnings and endings (‘a tale begun to end’) reflects the eternal recurrence of Eliot’s Four Quartets.​[136]​ Like modern cinema, science fiction, and the curse of the mummy, Leonard’s temporal geography suggested that Tutankhamen’s Egypt and interwar Britain were merely a ‘single’, continuous, and perhaps even contiguous tale in the history of Western civilisation. In contrast to earlier poems like Percy Bysshe Shelley’s ‘Ozymandias’ (1818) or Oscar Wilde’s ‘The Sphinx’ (1894), whose narrators contemplate the time that has passed, Leonard’s poem posits the co-penetration of past and present.​[137]​ Belief in reincarnation, the curse of the mummy, and the possibility of alternate time worlds accessible via the fourth dimension reinforced the notion that the ancient Egyptian past could not only be revisited, but also presenced within a present in which it always already persisted. Observing how the granite obelisk at Victoria Embankment ‘form[ed] a dramatic link’ with 19th Dynasty Egypt, Ernest Dowdalls wrote how the obelisk was no longer an ‘incomprehensible relic of the past’ but suddenly ‘associated with life’, supporting Leigh Wilson’s thesis that modernism and magic shared the same cultural space.​[138]​ 
Ancient Egypt was perhaps uniquely positioned to refract this newfound temporal sensibility, offering not only the spectacle of past time but also the possibilities of an afterlife, reincarnation, and time travel. What is intriguing about modern Egyptomania, however, is that it embraced certain elements of modernity (the uncertainty of time, technological reproduction, rampant consumption) at the same time as it celebrated and appeared to materialise ancient history. Tutankhamen’s dreams of an afterlife could be treated much more sympathetically in the 1920s than when they were likely to be discarded as examples of ‘paganism’ in Victorian Britain.​[139]​ Egyptomania’s popular versus Biblical nature was undoubtedly a response to the ‘disenchantment of the world’, but this disenchantment was not exclusively religious. Although Egyptomania presented a historical fantasy in which modern audiences could escape the present, its links to the occult, spiritualism, and mummies reveal its ties to nineteenth-century British culture. Operating within a uniquely modernist temporality where notions of past and present overlapped or elided, modern Egyptomania reflected new conceptions of time and history, of a present that was permeated, and permeable, by the ancient past -- reminding us that the time of modernity was never wholly linear nor acceleratory.​[140]​ As a British visitor remarked on holiday to Luxor in January 1923, Egyptian ruins presented a temporal node wherein a ‘vanished civilisation and our own restless age meet for a moment as the stream of time bears both along -- where into the dark’?​[141]​
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